A Strong Compliance Culture
Starts With Managing
Third-Party Corruption

Executive Summary
Many businesses today, particularly those that operate internationally, are heavily reliant on intermediaries –
independent third parties that act on a company’s behalf. Intermediaries are critical to helping businesses bring
their products and services to market; however, their actions also can lead to liability for the organizations they
represent. In fact, most corruption enforcement actions relate to bribes allegedly paid by intermediaries.
An effective third-party anti-corruption program is an important component of an organization’s overall anticorruption program, and helps the business to identify potentially problematic commercial partners. For those
stakeholders striving to build a sustainable third-party anti-corruption management program, this white paper
will provide important guidance and best practices to help ensure optimal results.
An effective third-party anti-corruption program is similar to a progression of funnels − each component
should reduce the number of third parties to be scrutinized. We break these stages down as follows:
1. Determining the scope of the program
2. Using a risk-scoring process to group intermediaries quickly into categories of high, medium and low risk
3. Utilizing an open source, media-centric approach for initial due diligence
4. Performing enhanced due diligence on an exception basis
As part of a discussion on developing a forward-looking process, this white paper goes on to describe a sample
workflow for a third-party anti-corruption program:
1. Business sponsor initiates onboarding or contract renewal.
2. Third party completes questionnaire.
3. Sponsor reviews questionnaire and submits for risk scoring.
4. Risk score establishes whether investigative due diligence is needed.
5. Due diligence investigations are performed on high-risk third parties.
6. For those reports with findings and associated action items, compliance ensures that each action item is
carried out, and the results are documented.
7. Compliance reviews due diligence report and changes disposition.
8. Monitoring timetable is established once the third party is approved.
Potential bribery and corruption issues are a significant concern for any global company that relies on
intermediaries. It is therefore critically important for these organizations to take steps to understand the risks
each third party represents and to apply a heightened standard of care or even perhaps terminate relationships
with intermediaries that pose the highest risk. A third-party anti-corruption program will help an organization
bring greater focus to this aspect of its business risk landscape.
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INTRODUCTION
It is widely understood that third parties are the source of the majority of violations of the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), the U.K. Bribery Act (UKBA) and other international anti-corruption statutes.
Yet the term “third party” means different things to different organizations. Therefore, a logical starting point
for any organization embarking down the path toward the establishment of a third-party anti-corruption
program should be to define “third party.”

AN EFFECTIVE THIRD-PARTY ANTI-CORRUPTION PROGRAM IS SIMILAR TO A
SERIES OF FUNNELS
Think of a third-party anti-corruption program as a series of funnels, each of which reduces the size of the population needing further action. Each funnel represents an activity: the scoping of the program itself, risk scoring,
open source due diligence, and enhanced due diligence. As shown in the figure below, each funnel represents a
step, and each succeeding step ideally will be applied against a smaller population than the preceding step.

A Well-Designed Third-Party Anti-Corruption Program Is Similar to a Series of Funnels:
Each One Reducing the Number of Third Parties Needing to Be Examined at the Next Stage

SCOPE

SCORE

By limiting the scope of
a third-party program to
business “intermediaries”
and possibly by other
criteria, such as dollarvolume thresholds, the
number of third parties
and associated costs can
be significantly lowered.

Risk scoring is a form of
investigative screening,
reducing by as much as
90 percent the number
of third parties to be
subjected to investigative
due diligence.

ENHANCED
DUE
DILIGENCE

OPEN
SOURCE

Use of “open source”
investigative due
diligence can halve the
number of third parties
requiring further review.

Performing enhanced due
diligence on an exception
basis enables clients to
better control spend.

Funnel No. 1: Determining the Scope of the Program
SCOPE

A “third party” is any commercial partner that provides goods and services to, but
is not owned by, the organization. Third parties run the gamut from companies
leasing copy machines to sales agents involved in direct sales to foreign governments.
Most organizations draw a bright line of distinction between suppliers and business
intermediaries, and it is very important to understand the difference. Broadly speaking,
a business intermediary is any third party that can engage with customers, government
agencies or other parties on a company’s behalf, and their actions can lead to liability
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under the FCPA, UKBA, other anti-corruption statutes, and a wide variety of additional laws, including
anti-trust prohibitions, exporting restrictions and environmental regulations. A supplier provides goods or
services to a company, but generally does not come into direct contact with other organizations, customers
or government agencies and act on the company’s behalf. While suppliers can represent other forms of risk,
they are far less likely to trigger liability under the FCPA and can be largely ignored when establishing a
third-party anti-corruption program. By narrowing the focus to those commercial partners that meet the
definition of business intermediaries, organizations can eliminate the majority of their third parties from future
consideration – at least from an anti-corruption standpoint.

Funnel No. 2: Risk Scoring
The risk-scoring process should consider a broad cross section of risk characteristics
based upon information collected from business sponsors, the intermediaries themselves,
SCORE
and internal and external watch lists. Programs that overemphasize high-risk locations,
such as Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index1 (CPI), possibly
with one or two other factors, could lead a regulator to conclude that the program is
not sufficiently risk-based. Perhaps more important, it could cause an organization to
overlook certain risk characteristics and lead to inefficiencies in its program. For example, if an organization
treats all intermediaries in certain unstable parts of the world as high risk, and it has significant operations in
one of those countries, the end result is that the program requires investigative due diligence for every third
party in that country.
Ideally, the risk-scoring process should work like a perfectly tuned airport metal detector – one that flags
dangerous metal objects without resulting in a huge security line in the terminal that causes everyone to
miss their flights. The risk-scoring process should work the same way, quickly grouping intermediaries into
categories of high, medium and low risk and efficiently narrowing the focus to those intermediaries that
represent a disproportionate degree of risk relative to the population.
Other important considerations are that the use of risk scoring is more of an art than a science, and the same
risk-scoring approach applied to two different organizations can produce very different results. If a company
runs 1,000 third parties through its risk-scoring process and 80 percent of them score as high risk, it is not
deriving the benefit from the use of risk scoring that it should be.
There are certain characteristics that can skew risk scores to “high.” In addition, companies that deploy
in a single region that is high risk, or limit their initial deployment to certain particularly high-risk third
parties, can likewise skew the results. Try to anticipate situations that could lead to a large number of highrisk intermediaries and decide whether the resulting output of high-risk third parties is consistent with the
program’s preconception of what major characteristics will lead to a high-risk score, and whether the result
is in alignment with expectations. If the initial deployment of the program is focused entirely on sales agents
selling to state-owned companies in Eastern Europe, for example, expect most or all of the third parties to be
high risk. Therefore, no adjustment to the risk-scoring approach may be necessary. If, on the other hand, the
organization deployed a broad-based program across a diverse set of relationship types and regions and still
ended up with a majority of third parties coming up as high risk, it is time to consider making an adjustment.
Rather than change the individual values of the rules the program is utilizing, it may be easier to simply adjust
the numeric thresholds that management has established among the high-, medium- and low-risk categories.
Indeed, performing a “sanity check” after the program has accumulated a critical mass of intermediaries is an
important part of ensuring that the program is working efficiently.

1

For more information about CPI, see www.transparency.org/research/cpi/overview.
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Funnel No. 3: Open Source “High Volume” Due Diligence
Historically, due diligence investigations were rooted in mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
activity and corporate takeovers. They were intense “boots on the ground” exercises
performed under time pressure and were very expensive. Given the number of business
intermediaries many global organizations depend on to bring their products to market;
assist in ensuring their goods are able to cross international borders; and make sure their
business operations adhere to local accounting, legal and tax frameworks, the cost of
applying a traditional M&A level of due diligence to a large population of intermediaries could quickly reach
millions of dollars.
OPEN
SOURCE

There are a few things worth noting on the subject of “high-volume” due diligence. The integration of watch
list screening into a risk-scoring process is a “volume-appropriate” form of investigative screening that should
not be overlooked. Once risks are scored, management should focus limited resources on higher risk entities.
If management decides to perform investigative due diligence only for high-risk third parties, it should
consider whether to have only two categories of risk: high and low. If there are three categories, this is in effect
stating that medium-risk third parties represent more risk than low-risk third parties, but we are only focusing
on high-risk third parties. If there is no intention of applying any heightened standard of care to medium-risk
third parties, why have the category at all?
Whether management chooses to apply a heightened investigative standard of care to only high-risk
intermediaries or also to investigate medium-risk parties, it should consider utilizing an open source, mediacentric approach for initial due diligence. The quality of open source due diligence is always improving, as new
databases and more public record resources become available.
Scoped correctly, an organization can obtain actionable information on the majority of proposed and existing
intermediaries and further reduce the size of its third-party population that may require further attention.
Open source due diligence is the third “funnel.” If an organization were to use a traffic light color-coding
system to categorize open source due diligence investigative reports, the investigation of roughly half the
third parties subjected to this type of due diligence should result in green-coded reports – meaning that no
actionable findings were noted. Color coding can be confusing, however, and ideally should be used simply as
a means of drawing the reader’s attention to which reports contain findings that may require timely attention.
In many cases, it will be too early to decide whether the necessary follow-up to address findings has been
exhausted or if it is time to exit a relationship.
Open source due diligence should include English and local language media research, English and local language
Internet research, corporate registration searches, and watch list research to include an examination of known
politically exposed persons (PEPs) and state-owned companies. The latter two watch list categories are not in the
public domain and are only available by subscription. Likewise, subscription databases, ideally being utilized by
experienced investigative researchers, should be among the tools utilized to perform the research, as the Internet
alone lacks the type of structure that allows for an efficient investigative research process.
The reports themselves should be concise (no more than four to five pages), well organized, and suitable for
executive-level consumption. They should indicate the source documents on which each finding is based,
include an executive summary and offer specific potential action items designed to enable the end user to come
to a definitive conclusion on any findings noted.

ENHANCED
DUE
DILIGENCE

Funnel No. 4: Enhanced Due Diligence − When It’s Time to Put Boots on
the Ground
One potential action item arising from the performance of open source investigative
due diligence is escalation to enhanced due diligence, which is a more traditional form
of in-country due diligence that exceeds the somewhat limited scope of open source
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due diligence. Since this is considerably more expensive than open source due diligence, many organizations
use this type of due diligence more selectively, sometimes in response to open source findings that could not
be easily resolved. Enhanced due diligence typically includes manual public record research, manual searches
of local language media archives, human intelligence resources (speaking to well-placed people who are in a
position to provide information about the investigative subject), site visits, neighborhood investigations, and
photographs of the primary location(s) where a third party operates.
Situations that may warrant escalation to an in-country investigation include media references to criminal
enforcement actions or ongoing criminal investigations that could not be confirmed aside from media
references. Under this scenario, human intelligence resources with ties to law enforcement, industry groups
or regulatory agencies likely will be able to determine whether the media accounts are accurate. There are a
number of reasons why it may make sense to leverage local investigators. One example: Investigative findings
may suggest the third party is operating from a residential apartment in a low-income neighborhood and not
the 40,000-square-foot warehouse from which it claimed to be operating. A site visit and photographs can help
to definitively establish what is at the location where the third party claims the warehouse is situated.

WHERE TO BEGIN − INVENTORYING YOUR BUSINESS INTERMEDIARIES
Narrowing the focus of due diligence to business intermediaries will make subsequent work more manageable
in terms of the sheer number of commercial partners that are intermediaries. However, determining which
existing third parties meet the definition of intermediary is often not a simple undertaking. There are different
ways to address this, but all will likely require the involvement of finance, sales, procurement and IT personnel,
in addition to the compliance personnel driving the development of the program.

Information Systems Data
One way to perform an inventory of business intermediaries is to collect data from various enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems. Typically, the business records needed are the vendor master file or chart of accounts.
It is important to understand whether this file includes all third-party relationships or a subset of them. Some
organizations keep records of distributors, sales agents and/or resellers (sometimes referred to as channel
partners) separate from the broader population of third parties. Very few organizations are on a single ERP
platform globally. Indeed, some organizations have hundreds of ERP systems. For those companies, collecting
the data alone may take several months. One way to help streamline that process is to review the data fields in a
vendor record and eliminate those that are not of value to the data collection process. So larger data sets can be
examined in the future, it is important not to eliminate data fields that tie to the general ledger or ERP system.

Consider Data Privacy Before Starting the Collection Process
Depending upon the country, the determination of which data is subject to that country’s data privacy
restrictions can negatively affect some of the data needed to inventory existing relationships. In addition,
jurisdictions like China have been known to define broadly the term “state secret” to include data that an
organization may consider proprietary, benign or otherwise not in any way approximating a state secret. It is
important to make sure the data collection process has properly considered the data privacy strictures in each
jurisdiction from which data is being collected, both from the organization’s systems and the third parties from
whom the company will be collecting data once management has fully established the program.
This is particularly important if management plans on transferring the data – as most organizations do – to the
United States or another jurisdiction that is viewed as having less-stringent privacy protections in place. Some
organizations establish regional privacy review processes and review the data locally, sanitize it if necessary, and
then send the data along only after applying an established privacy review standard.
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For data being collected in the European Union (EU), which has strict privacy standards, one important
consideration is whether the company or the consultant working on its behalf has self-certified to the U.S.EU Safe Harbor Framework. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce website, “The U.S.-EU Safe
Harbor Framework provides guidance for U.S. organizations on how to provide adequate protection for
personal data from the EU as required by the European Union’s Directive on Data Protection. An organization’s self-certification of compliance with the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework and the appearance of the
organization on this list pursuant to the self-certification, constitute an enforceable representation to the
Department of Commerce and the public that it adheres to a privacy policy that complies with the U.S.-EU
Safe Harbor Framework.”2

Parsing the Data
Data about existing commercial partner relationships is not without its problems. The typical “bare bones”
vendor record contains the name and address of the entity, the tax identification number, possibly the name
of a contact person, and payment instructions. The relationship type – the label that best describes the goods
or services being provided – is often missing, but it is central to determining whether a given entity is an
intermediary and presents a certain degree of risk to an organization. Whether or not labels are present, sort
vendor data by name and eliminate obvious duplicate records (“de-duping”). Make certain to distinguish
between dupes and subsidiaries and affiliates with distinct addresses. Also make sure that the process considers
the latter in the inventory process, as this information will become important later in the program design.
Make an initial effort at grouping the subsidiaries and affiliates under their corporate parent if possible. Bear in
mind that subsidiaries and affiliates may not have the name of their corporate parent in their company name.
Data mining can help to address this. There are a number of commercially available company profile databases
that include corporate family trees that will enable the running of the individual company names to identify
affiliate and subsidiary relationships that are not self-evident. These company profile databases may contain
other useful information that can help augment the data records collected and enhance the ability to make some
informed determinations about whether they meet management’s definition of “intermediary.”

Develop and Refine Naming Conventions for Relationship Type
For many reasons, including language differences, an organization may not be using the same term across its
global business operations to describe a given category of commercial relationship. Using the data collected and
knowledge of the organization, develop a list of relationship types that together represent the universe of business
intermediaries with which the organization does business across the world. Couple the activities associated
with each relationship type to better enable informed decision-making about which label best applies to a given
relationship. While the universe of applicable relationship type names may vary widely depending upon the
company’s industry, distribution channel and other factors, some common examples include:
• Accounting firm

• General contractor

• Agent (includes sales agent and business
development agent)

• Investigative firm

• Charitable organization

• Law firm

• Channel partner

• Lobbyist

• Consultant

• Reseller

• Customs broker

• Subcontractor

• Distributor

• Tax consultant

• Engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)

• Supplier

• Environmental consultant

• Visa expeditor

• Joint venture partner

• Freight forwarder
2

See the U.S.-EU SAFE HARBOR LIST: https://safeharbor.export.gov/list.aspx.
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Assigning these labels to existing third parties may represent some challenges, such as mislabeling. For
example, most savvy sales personnel understand that heightened compliance attention is paid to sales agents
and can delay their receipt of sales commissions or incentive compensation. So, rather than designate the
third party as a sales agent, the sales manager responsible for the given third party may choose to label that
third party as a consultant. In fact, the second most frequent category of bribe-paying intermediary behind
sales agent is consultant. Further, those “consultants” are almost always paid on commission, success fee or
contingency fee basis. This is why it is important to describe and couple the activities associated with the
relationship types established. Ultimately, there likely will be a need to email, call or survey each employee
responsible for a given third party, or to contact the third parties directly to understand what they are doing
for the organization and whether they are intermediaries.

Take a Rough Cut
Doing the above will accomplish a few things. It will inform the organization’s list of relationship types that
will be applied going forward. It will enable management to have a much better idea of which of its existing
third parties are likely intermediaries. And it will help prioritize those intermediaries that need to be attended
to first in terms of determining which ones may represent heightened risk and therefore should be held to a
higher standard of care.

DEVELOPING A FORWARD-LOOKING PROCESS
At this stage of program development, management should have a much better appreciation of the challenges
associated with trying to make risk-based decisions about existing intermediaries with incomplete information.
This frame of reference, coupled with some basic knowledge about anti-corruption, should assist with the
next stage: the development of the forward-looking process. Simply put, there is a need to collect richer, more
reliable data about prospective business intermediaries. Once the forward-looking process is up and running, the
organization will want to run its existing intermediaries methodically through the identical process with the goal
of eventually having the same rich data that can be collected only through a universally applied questionnaire.

Building the Questionnaire
Electronic questionnaires are best; they have a number of benefits, including the ability to collect names in
English and non-Western alphabet characters (important for list matching and investigative due diligence).
They also eliminate or greatly reduce the need to input or upload the data collected, and enhance the ability to
integrate electronic data with list matching and risk-scoring engines. In addition to the collection of a richer data
set, the way the electronic questionnaire is set up can significantly improve data quality and the ease with which
completed electronic questionnaires can be translated automatically. By making the majority of the questions
answerable by means of pull-down menus and multiple choice answers, the responses can be translated into all
required languages in advance, thereby enabling one to pivot easily among languages. An additional benefit to
this approach is that it can allow people who don’t have a language in common to work collaboratively.

The Role of the Business Sponsor and Establishing a Workflow
Once a questionnaire is developed, the organization needs to plan the workflow around it. One critically
important concept is the need to designate an internal business sponsor for each intermediary within the
scope of the anti-corruption program. Think of this person as a community police officer walking a beat
in a neighborhood made up of commercial partners. This individual represents the company, serves that
community, and is responsible for establishing relationships with members of the community, but also enforces
the rule of law. These business sponsors will serve as the point of entry for all new commercial relationships,
will be the ambassadors of the program to select intermediaries, and will be held accountable if a given
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intermediary is not meeting the high standards established by the program. The business sponsor also explains
the third-party anti-corruption program to his or her assigned companies, completes a business sponsor form
setting out the details of the proposed relationship and supporting business case, and transmits the third-party
questionnaire to each intermediary for whom they are responsible.
Workflows for third-party anti-corruption programs vary, depending upon organizational factors such as
resources, language fluency, established procurement and accounting approval requirements, and other factors.
The workflows that work best align with existing policies and approval requirements while still facilitating
the timely collection of data and maintaining the ability to drive accountability to business sponsors and
intermediaries alike. The following figure is a depiction of a process that has been effectively implemented in a
number of global organizations viewed to have leading third-party programs.
Third-Party Anti-Corruption Program Sample Workflow

Monitoring
timetable
established once
the third party is
approved

Business
sponsor initiates
onboarding or
contract renewal

Compliance
reviews due
diligence report
and changes
disposition

Third party
completes
questionnaire

Sponsor reviews
questionnaire
and submits for
risk scoring

Follow up action
items from
investigations
Due diligence
investigations
performed on highrisk third parties

Risk score
establishes
whether
investigative
due diligence is
needed

Investigative Due Diligence Is an Iterative Process
Many due diligence reports undertaken in an anti-corruption context raise issues that then need to be
addressed in some way before the compliance officer or business unit can decide whether a given third party
would make a suitable business partner. It is therefore important to understand the types of issues that may
arise as well as some strategies to get behind the issues, and then develop guidance that will allow the various
people reviewing these investigative reports to make consistent decisions.
Some examples of investigative findings in anti-corruption due diligence include: prior FCPA enforcement
actions; undisclosed presence of conflicts of interest or foreign officials in positions of authority; name matches
between company owners or executives and debarred persons or government officials; a history of export control
or environmental violations; affiliated companies or a corporate parent involved in prior or ongoing scandals; and
other historical or pending scandals that could negatively affect suitability as a business partner.
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Consider working with an outside investigative advisory firm and your legal and compliance departments
to develop a list of frequent adverse findings, the logical next steps, and how best to document the decisionmaking once those next steps have been completed. Often, the best course of action is to request information
directly from third parties and ask them to provide supporting documentation along with their explanation.

The Compliance Approver Role and Dispositioning
In the typical third-party anti-corruption workflow, the compliance approver reviews risk scorecards,
requests due diligence if the risk score exceeds established numeric risk thresholds, reviews due diligence
reports and associated follow-up actions, and makes the ultimate determination as to whether a given
third party is approved or declined. Once the initial due diligence is completed, the report is reviewed by
a compliance approver. The compliance approver who requested the due diligence after reviewing the risk
score should be the person who receives the completed report. The compliance approver reviews the report,
considers the recommendations and decides which, if any, to act on. The decision not to act on a given
recommendation should be documented thoroughly. Ultimately, the rationale behind recommendations is to
collect incrementally more information to allow the compliance approver or business unit head to make an
informed decision about a third party’s suitability. All follow-up actions should be documented so that each
recommendation is paired with an appropriate response. In the vast majority of cases, the intermediary will be
approved once all open items have been addressed to the satisfaction of the compliance approver.
It is important to demonstrate, however, that the program has teeth. Consider this scenario: Team leaders
just spent two hours presenting the details of their best-in-class third-party anti-corruption program that was
rolled out six months earlier. They believe the presentation went really well. The highlight of the presentation
was that they performed 500 due diligence investigations of high-risk third parties out of 2,000 third parties
that were processed. One regulator then asks: “How many third parties were kicked out?” If the answer is
“none,” the company runs the risk of the government viewing its actions as lip service and dismissing all of its
hard work.
While we’re not suggesting that an organization arbitrarily exit relationships to satisfy regulatory expectations, we are suggesting that it is important to demonstrate having made difficult decisions despite the
financial consequences.

What to Do With Existing Intermediaries
While it is generally agreed upon in the legal, compliance and regulatory communities that it is acceptable to
focus initial efforts on forward-looking processes and prospective third parties, at some point, there is a need
to address existing intermediaries. It is necessary to reach the point where data on existing intermediaries
closely resembles that which is collected on the new intermediaries that go through the best-in-class thirdparty anti-corruption program. The best way to do this is to perform a somewhat rudimentary risk scoring
of existing third parties based upon region, relationship type and aggregate dollar volume, and establish a
prioritization and timetable associated with subjecting them to an identical process to what is now required
for all new intermediaries. To approach it any other way will result in two distinct data sets, two types of risk
scoring and an inability to readily compare the older relationships with the newer. One way to control the
costs associated with this proposed way of handling existing intermediaries is to establish a timetable that plays
out over two or three years. This is another opportunity to demonstrate that the organization is applying a
risk-based approach. By applying the rudimentary risk-scoring approach suggested above and then using it
to help prioritize which intermediaries should be run through the process, program managers will bring the
higher-risk intermediaries into alignment with new third parties. This will eventually lead to the organization
having rich, useful data about the entire population of intermediaries.
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Monitoring and Refreshing
Due diligence investigations, whether they are open source or human intelligence, represent an analysis
of historical public records, media references, restrictive trading lists and corporate registrations as of
that moment. These information sources are dynamic and change very quickly. On December 10, 2008, a
background investigation of Bernie Madoff would have revealed that he was an iconic figure in the securities
industry, the former chairman of NASDAQ, and the owner of a very successful, highly reputable securities
firm. The Madoff case is an extreme example of how things can change quickly and shows that investigative
due diligence reports have a shelf life. One way to limit shelf-life issues is to perform some form of periodic
monitoring of individual intermediaries and set an approval time interval to “refresh” or update the
investigative due diligence reports. A widely accepted method to monitor intermediaries is to leverage the
watch list provider utilized as part of the risk-scoring process to set alerts for each of the third parties (or only
high-risk third parties) and to receive notification of any entity or associated individuals that have been added
to a watch list or mentioned in an adverse media article. The alert then can be assigned for further research to
determine whether there is a need for further action.
Alert monitoring is not the only tool in the toolbox; the internal audit team is another effective tool that can
be used as part of the monitoring of third parties. Assuming the contract with a given third party provides an
organization with the right to audit, it may want to conduct anti-corruption audits of selected high-risk third
parties by examining disbursements, charitable contributions, travel, gifts and entertainment expenses, and the
use of petty cash to determine whether there is any indication of improper payments or less than arm’s length
relationships between them and government agencies or state-owned companies. Regardless of whether the
company has the right to audit third parties, the company still can audit its local operation’s implementation of
the third-party anti-corruption program.
Indeed, the farther away from corporate headquarters an international office is, the less likely the office has
been following the organization’s anti-corruption policy to the letter. Auditing of international operations
is an essential component of an overall anti-corruption program. In performing an audit of an international
operation, it is prudent to include a thorough examination of the relationship between the local office and its
high-risk third parties. A review of disbursements, contracts with the individual intermediaries, public tenders
and associated proposals, business correspondence (including email), travel, gifts and entertainment expenses
all can provide insight into how local offices are interacting with their high-risk intermediaries and directly or
indirectly with state-owned companies, government agencies or public international organizations. Interviews
of key executives undertaken in the course of the audit can likewise provide useful information to enhance
an understanding of third-party risk in international locations, as well as provide context for any transactions
flagged in the course of the audit.

CONCLUSION
The majority of corruption enforcement actions relate to bribes allegedly paid by intermediaries, which is
why getting a third-party anti-corruption program right is arguably the single most important element of an
organization’s anti-corruption program. If the organization can effectively apply the best practices outlined
above, it will be much better positioned to identify potentially problematic commercial partners before they
are able to act on the company’s behalf. In addition, the organization will learn a lot more about existing third
parties, better appreciate potential risks, and raise awareness organization-wide. Given these considerations, it
is easy to see how a third-party anti-corruption program can have a far more measurable impact on efforts to
drive a culture of compliance than training alone.
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ABOUT PROTIVITI
Protiviti (www.protiviti.com) is a global consulting firm that helps companies solve problems in finance,
technology, operations, governance, risk and internal audit, and has served more than 40 percent of
FORTUNE 1000® and FORTUNE Global 500® companies. Protiviti and its independently owned Member
Firms serve clients through a network of more than 70 locations in over 20 countries. The firm also works
with smaller, growing companies, including those looking to go public, as well as with government agencies.
Protiviti is a wholly owned subsidiary of Robert Half (NYSE: RHI). Founded in 1948, Robert Half is a
member of the S&P 500 index.

About Our Investigations and Fraud Risk Management Practice
Protiviti’s Investigations and Fraud Risk Management consultants help organizations build a solid infrastructure
for evaluating, mitigating, investigating, reporting and monitoring their risk of fraud, corruption and misconduct.
Understanding organizational vulnerabilities and establishing an appropriate framework to identify and
respond to them are essential in today’s global marketplace, as regulators are demanding more active
management and investigation for a wide range of risks, including financial crime, fraud and corruption.
Our Investigations and Fraud Risk Management professionals assist organizations with building sustainable
anti-corruption, investigative and fraud risk assessment processes and developing anti-fraud, anti-corruption
and investigative programs and controls to meet fiduciary and regulatory responsibilities. We support
organizations in their efforts to identify, triage, investigate, report and monitor a wide array of risks at every
level – from the performance of risk assessments, program design or remediation, risk governance, and
employee training to audits of anti-corruption, fraud, and investigation programs and processes. Our team’s
unique blend of anti-corruption, fraud risk management and investigative subject-matter expertise can quickly
identify program shortcomings and remediate your critically important programs. We also have extensive
experience in undertaking investigations of suspected violations of those programs by leveraging investigative,
forensic accounting and technology disciplines across our global footprint to provide our clients with the
experience and local resources necessary to gather the facts to make informed business decisions.

Contacts
Scott Moritz
Managing Director
+1.212.603.8356
scott.moritz@protiviti.com

James Gibson
Director
+1.312.476.6423
james.gibson@protiviti.com

Pamela Verick
Director
+1.703.338.2322
pam.verick@protiviti.com

Diane Walker
Director
+1.212.603.8388
diane.walker@protiviti.com

Peter Grupe
Director
+1.212.399.8613
peter.grupe@protiviti.com
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THE AMERICAS

EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

UNITED STATES
Alexandria
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Fort Lauderdale
Houston

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New York
Orlando
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Richmond
Sacramento

Salt Lake City
San Francisco
San Jose
Seattle
Stamford
St. Louis
Tampa
Washington, D.C.
Winchester
Woodbridge

ARGENTINA*
Buenos Aires

CHILE*
Santiago

PERU*
Lima

BRAZIL*
Rio de Janeiro
São Paulo

MEXICO*
Mexico City
Monterrey

VENEZUELA*
Caracas

INDIA
Bangalore
Mumbai
New Delhi

SINGAPORE
Singapore

FRANCE
Paris
GERMANY
Frankfurt
Munich

ITALY
Milan
Rome
Turin

THE NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam
UNITED KINGDOM
London

BAHRAIN*
Manama

QATAR*
Doha

KUWAIT*
Kuwait City

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES*
Abu Dhabi
Dubai

OMAN*
Muscat

SOUTH AFRICA*
Johannesburg

CANADA
Kitchener-Waterloo
Toronto

ASIA-PACIFIC
AUSTRALIA
Brisbane
Canberra
Melbourne
Perth
Sydney
CHINA
Beijing
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Shenzhen

INDONESIA**
Jakarta

SOUTH KOREA
Seoul

JAPAN
Osaka
Tokyo

* Protiviti Member Firm
** Protiviti Alliance Member
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